
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

 Freely Stream Online Music and Stored HD Quality Music Directly on 
your Headset with STREAMZ, the World’s First Smart Headphones 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

STREAMZ are revolutionary headphones with the world’s first  
built-in Android music player, color display, HIFI DAC and WiFi online connectivity 

 
Salt Lake City – December 10, 2014 – STREAMZ, the maker of the world’s first smart headphones that include 
a built-in WiFi Android HD Music Player, is thrilled to announce it is beginning shipments of its breakthrough 
headphones the first quarter of 2015.   
 
Streamz are being debuted in Suite 30-224 of the Venetian hotel at CES, Las Vegas Jan. 6 – 9, 2015. 
 
“Streamz is the next major paradigm shift in wearable entertainment” said STREAMZ CEO Douglas Kihm. 
 
“When it comes to music people want the absolute best quality whenever and wherever they go” said Kihm. 
“With Streamz you no longer need to bother with a separate player since it’s all built inside. Many people don’t 
want the hassle of carrying, connecting, and draining the battery of their phone. Now you can easily and 
instantly enjoy all of your high quality music at anytime, anywhere.” 
 
Most phones and mobile music players have sub-par DACs and amplifiers so listeners are often forced to 
compromise sound quality for mobility. For the first time ever; music lovers can enjoy pure, uncompressed 
high fidelity audio anywhere with a headset that features a built-in Android music player, storage, color 
display, WiFi, Bluetooth plus a high fidelity DAC and amp.   
 
STREAMZ are the first headphones that are able to store and autonomously play 96 kHz/24 bit HD quality or 
44 kHz/16 bit CD quality music and instantly play online streaming music from services including Pandora®, 
Spotify® and soon CD quality streaming services including Tidal® and Deezer®. 

http://www.streamzmedia.com/
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Audiophile’s will for the first time be able to listen to high definition quality 96 kHz/24 bit music anytime, 
anywhere without requiring an external wired DAC, Amp or music player since it’s all built inside of Streamz. 
 
Since STREAMZ are the first headphones to incorporate a wireless WiFi internet connection they also allow 
you to enjoy your favorite streaming service without having to be connected to a smart phone.  Unlike all 
versions of Bluetooth including aptX®, WiFi does not compress audio nor does it introduce any transmission 
delays.  Only Streamz WiFi delivers true uncompressed, delay-free streams of high definition audio.   
 
With its Bluetooth 4.0 wireless interface and an optional Streamz Bluetooth audio transmitter called TRANZ, 
you can also watch a movie, TV show or play a game with unparalleled sound.    
 
STREAMZ is perfect for gaming, with audio so crystal clear and immersive that users feel as though they have 
been dropped right into the middle of the action.   
 
There are several easy ways to play Streamz music.  Using its integrated 128 x 128 color OLED color display 
and keypad panel or with the included Android or iOS smartphone Streamz App you can easily search, browse 
and play music stored on STREAMZ, streamed from your smartphone or from an online music service.   
 
Streamz plans to offer several new software updates including a Voice Controlling module called “VOXXI” 
that will allow users to search and play music plus other system controls with Google® voice commands. 
 
The company is releasing a Streamz API called MAUI (Media Application User Interface) that will allow 
Android programmers to develop their own custom Android Apps and music services for Streamz. 
 
“The launching of Streamz marks the advent of a new and exciting post-MP3 renaissance in music and 
hearables” said Kihm.  “True wireless, mobile HD quality music is now a reality.  This is the beginning of a 
whole new way to enjoy music how it was meant to be heard; simple, pure and freely”.             
 
For additional information please visit www.StreamzMedia.com.  
 
Technical Specifications 
 

 Android 1.6Ghz Quad Core Processor 

 96 kHz/24 or 48 kHz/16 bit (DAC) Digital Analog Converter 

 Music Storage ·  Up to 36 GB 

 Plays WAV, FLAC, ALAC, MP3. AAC, Pandora® plus many others   

 WiFi Wireless ·  801.11 B/G/N  

 Bluetooth V4.0 Wireless with aptX™ 

 Two 50mm Dynamic Speakers  

 Over Ear Leather Cushions 

 Foldable, Adjustable Hinges 

 Frequency Range · 20 HZ to 20 kHz 

 Dynamic Range · 115 dB 

 HIFI Amplifier with Volume and EQ Control 

 Integrated Microphone   

 OLED 128 x 128 Pixel Color Display  

 Dual Backlit Keypad Control Panels 

 Stereo 3.5 mm Input · For optional wired player/phone   

 Stereo 3.5 mm Output · For optional wired amp/speakers 

 Built-in Lithium Poly Rechargeable Battery   

 Universal AC/DC Power Charging Adapter 

 Android and iOS STREAMZ App · Admin and Music Player App 
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About STREAMZ 

STREAMZ was founded with the goal of introducing breakthrough wearable entertainment or “exotainment” 
products that dramatically simplifies and enhances people lives and entertainment experience.  Its flagship 
product STREAMZ Headphones, are the first WiFi streaming “smart headphones” that allow people to listen 
to high fidelity music and audio from multiple sources including online and from its own built-in storage, 
without requiring a separate music player or smartphone.   
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Media Contacts 
 
Karina Castano 

Account Executive 

Max Borges Agency for STREAMZ 

(305) 374 · 4404 ext. 158 

KarinaCastano@maxborgesagency.com 

 
 
Company Contact 
 
STREAMZ 
 
Tyler Sinquefield 
672 East Vine St. Ste. 1 

Murray, Utah 84107 USA 

Phone · (01) 801 · 685 · 9000 

Toll Free · 800 · 866 · 9797 

Web · www.streamzmedia.com  

Sales · sales@streamzmedia.com 
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